
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of control representative. If you are looking for an exciting place to
work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for control representative

Witness welding during Welder Performance Testing to verify welder’s ability
and perform visual testing prior to sending off for mechanical testing
Witness welding and record all essential and supplemental essential variables
for new weld procedure qualifications prior to sending out for mechanical
testing
Maintain Welders Continuity Log to ensure all welders are current in their
qualifications
Perform visual inspection on all fabricated welds and material for PED, Code,
and Third Party inspection orders
Review Radiographic film and all NDE reports for compliance to customer
specs and code prior to coordinating third party inspection
Must have the ability to detect discontinuities on radiographic film,
determine if it is a defect per customer spec or code requirement, locate and
mark the defective area on the weldment for repair
Discuss the repair with the welder and try to find the root cause to avoid
future repairs
Assist NDE personnel with any issues or uncertainty of customer
specifications or code requirements
Assist documentation with all welding and material related issues needed for
data books and customer complaints
Verify all material for PED and PED manufacturers certificate are valid at time
of material manufacture
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Verify all material per Approved Manufacturer List on all applicable orders &
ASME code orders also
Assist to define and develop quality assurance programs designed to ensure
conformance to codes and regulations
Conduct surveys, audits and inspections, and review documents, processes,
plans and practices for conformance to quality assurance requirements
Assist customers conducting internal audits and in performing other quality
assurance activities
Provide limited technical advice in a specific quality assurance technology
field such as nondestructive testing, metrology, statistical techniques,
fabrication techniques, quality codes and regulations
Collaborate with and assist more experienced quality engineers on more
complex quality assurance assignments, under guidance


